Report
How to read your exposure report

OVERVIEW
Have confidence that each report you receive from Mirion Technologies Dosimetry Services (DSD) is
processed with complete integrity. Whether you require weekly, monthly or quarterly reports, rest assured
that each report will provide complete and accurate information regarding radiation amounts, and individual
exposure levels of each dosimeter.
Each report provides the information needed to meet government regulations and lets you know that
proper steps are being taken to ensure that your employees are not being exposed to harmful levels of
radiation. Processing is performed at our state-of-the-art facility in Irvine, California.

KEY FEATURES
•

All personnel are listed by location

•

Reports include the monitoring period, the dose equivalent for the current monitoring period, quarter
to date, year to date and lifetime to date dose for each returned dosimeter.
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date badges received & report

Account No- Unique identification number permanently
assigned to a facility.

03/03/2015

prepared- These dates indicate the elapsed
time to process, evaluate, and report results..

MAR 26, 2015

Report to- Reporting address specified by customer.
ICCARE

Ship to- Shipping address for customer.

ICCARE

cumulative lifetime dose- As of
inception date with Mirion Technologies Dosimetry
Services unless prior history provided by customer.

Process control- Specific reference group in which

dosimeter was processed.

Name or designation- Individual’s name or other
designation assigned to a badge number.

04-01-2015
04-01-2015
04-01-2015
04-01-2015
04-01-2015

06-30-2015
06-30-2015
06-30-2015
06-30-2015
06-30-2015

Cumulative dose for the current
year

Assigned Wearer Number- Unique wearer numbers

Cumulative dose for the current

assigned within an account. Dose information is assigned and
archived by wearer number.

quarter.
Current dose for monitoring
period returned for evaluation.

Wearer id type
1. U.S. Social Security
Number

5. Canadian Social Insurance
Number

2. Passport Number

6. U.K. National Insurance
Number

3. Work Permit Number

7. Other

4. Index Identification

Badge type
# Badge Type

# Badge Type

03 Panasonic TLD 802

21 REMtrack Wallet Card (1 chip)

09 Fast Neutron (CR39)

22 REMtrack Wallet Card (2 chip)

11 High Dose Dosimeter

23 REMtrack Wallet Card
(1 chip with Indium)

13 Fingertip

24 REMtrack Wallet Card
(2 chip with Indium)

14 Genesis 100

25 TLD 760 with CR39 and Indium

15 Genesis with CR39

26 TLD 760 with Indium

16 Genesis

27 Eye

17 Environmental 110

30 APex

18 Ultra or Flex Ring

31 instadose 1

19 MeasuRing

32 instadose 2

20 Environmental 814

35 Genesis Ultra with CR39

WB= Whole Body

36 Genesis Ultra

Monitored body Part
Whole Body

Extremities

BLANK- Not Identified

BLANK- Not Identified

HD= Head

FA= Forearm

CL= Collar

EL= Elbow

CH= Chest

WR= Wrist

TR= Torso

HN= Hand

GR= Groin

FN= Finger

NPU= Non Personal Use

FS= Fetus

FT= Fingertip

EYE= Lens of Eye

ARE= Area

UA= Upper Arm

KN= Knee

URE= Upper Right Extremity

UNK= Unknown

TH= Thigh

FL= Foreleg

ULE= Upper Left Extremity

NSE= Non Specific Extremity

BA= Back

AN= Ankle

LRE= Lower Right Extremity

EQ= Equipment

FT= Foot

TO= Toe

process notes- Letters indicate an unusual
occurrence which may limit or preclude a dose
evaluation.

Monitored region

LLE= Lower Left Extremity

Service type-.Length of assigned radiation

monitoring period.

OT= Other
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GENERAL INFORMATION
The below information is for the United States and United Kingdom. Clients in other countries may have
other regulatory requirements.
Complies with all regulatory requirements in effect January 1, 1994 for reporting external
radiation exposure. These regulations are located in the revised U.S. code of federal
regulations, title 10, part 20, and applicable state regulations.

10 CFR 20 limits:*

State limits: (if applicable)

Whole Body: TEDE Hp (10) Effective Dose

5,000 mrem/year

1,250 mrem/quarter

Lens of Eye Hp (3) Equivalent Dose

15,000 mrem/year

1,250 mrem/quarter

Skin: SDE Hp (0.07) Equivalent Dose

50,000 mrem/year

7,500 mrem/quarter

Extremity Equivalent Dose

50,000 mrem/year

18,750 mrem/quarter

* Less than 18 years of age: 10% of annual limit, quarterly limit

Annual dose limits in effect from 1st January 2000 (reference Schedule 4 of the U.K. Ionizing
Radiations Regulations 1999).
Whole Body Hp (10) Effective Dose

20 mSv

Lens of Eye Hp (3) Equivalent Dose

150 mSv

Skin Hp (0.07) Equivalent Dose

500 mSv

Extremity Equivalent Dose

500 mSv

Effective Dose: The sum over all tissues and organs in the body of the product of the equivalent dose in a tissue/organ and its tissue weighting
factor.
Hp (d) : Dose at tissue depth d millimeters

TERMINOLOGY
The following technical terms are used in the dosimetry service
industry.
ALARA: Acronym for “As Low As Reasonably Achievable”—Making
every reasonable effort to maintain exposures to radiation as far
below the dose limits as is practical and consistent with the purpose
for which the licensed activity is undertaken.
CDE: Committed Dose Equivalent, HT, 50 (Internal) –- Dose equivalent
to organs to tissues of reference (T) that will be received from an
intake of radioactive material by an individual during the 50-year
period following the intake.
CEDE: Committed Effective Dose Equivalent, HE,50 (Internal) --- Sum of
the products of the weighting factors, and committed dose equivalent
to each of the body organs or tissues that are irradiated.
DDE: Deep Dose Equivalent, HP(10) –- Measurement in rem (Sv) for
dose equivalent at a tissue depth of 10 millimeters; applies to external
whole body exposure.
Dose Equivalent, HT --- The product of the absorbed dose in tissue,
quality factor, and all other necessary modifying factors at the location
of interest.
Effective Dose Equivalent, HE --- Risk-weighted sum of products of
dose equivalent to major body organs, or tissues that are irradiated.
External Dose: That portion of the dose equivalent received from
radiation sources outside the body.
Extremity: Hand, elbow, arm below the elbow, foot, knee, leg below
the knee.
LDE: Eye Dose Equivalent, HP(3) --- Measurement in rem (Sv) for dose
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equivalent at a tissue depth of 3 millimeters; applies to the external
exposure of the lens of the eye.
Millisievert (mSv): Unit of equivalent dose and effective dose.
Occupational Dose --- Dose received by an individual in the course
of employment in which the individual’s assigned duties involved
exposure to radiation and/or to radioactive material. Occupational
dose does not include dose received from background radiation,
such as a patient from medical practices, from voluntary participation
in medical research programs, or as a member of the general public.
PSE: Planned Special Exposures (US NRC Reg Guide 8.35) --Restricted to special circumstances where dose cannot otherwise be
avoided; permits doses separate from and in addition to the annual
dose limits.
Dose Limits: The permissible upper bounds of radiation dose.
REM: Roentgen Equivalent Man --- The product of the absorbed
dose in tissue, quality factor, and all other necessary modifying
factors at the location of interest. “Unit of dose equivalent”
(1 rem = 0.01 sievert = 1,000 mrem)
SDE-E: Shallow Dose Equivalent, Extremity, --- Measurement in rem
(Sv) for dose equivalent at a tissue depth of 0.07 millimeters; applies
to external exposure of an extremity.
SDE-WB: Shallow Dose Equivalent, Whole body, HP(0.07) --Measurement in rem (Sv) for dose equivalent at a tissue depth of
0.007 cm; applies to external exposure of whole body.
TEDE: Total Effective Dose Equivalent –-- Sum of DDE (external
exposure) and CEDE (internal exposure).
TODE: Total Organ Dose Equivalent --- Sum of DDE (external
exposure) and CDE (internal exposure).
Whole Body: Head, trunk, arms above the elbow and legs above the
knee.
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